Secure Access Manager
Trusted Single Sign-On to Access Applications Across the Entire Life Sciences Community

Traditional identity and access management solutions are designed to control user access to critical information within their organization but have been slow to deal with the complex web of credentials, permissions, usernames and passwords required for the collaboration that defines today’s life sciences industry. In that world, each sponsor provides its own systems, processes and procedures that a site user must access to participate in the sponsor’s clinical trials. Because site users frequently work on concurrent trials with one or more sponsors, remembering the myriad of unique logins not only is daunting and inhibits productivity, but also places sensitive information and intellectual property at risk.

In fact, a study of over 500 sites worldwide conducted by the Society for Clinical Research Sites (SCRS) identified “too many systems requiring different processes and login credentials” as site investigators’ #1 technology problem.

90% of clinical investigators surveyed say tracking multiple usernames and passwords is their top technology challenge.

Clinical trials represent an essential component of the research and development process to bring new drugs and therapies to market to prevent, diagnose or cure diseases. When trials execution slows because of unnecessary administrative overhead, participants become frustrated and lives are on the line. Exostar eliminates these concerns without sacrificing security by enabling access to multiple sponsor systems through a single, community-accepted industry credential. Secure Access Manager (SAM), our single sign-on (SSO) solution allows users to cut through the overhead and focus their expertise on the tasks that really matter.

Simplifying access, reducing costs, raising productivity, and speeding up clinical trials and time-to-market is how Exostar helps solve the #1 technology challenge. In fact, after switching to Exostar’s SAM, one top ten pharmaceutical manufacturer reported a 94% reduction in on-boarding time – from two months to two days.

WHAT IT DOES
Secure Access Manager (SAM) is a comprehensive, cloud-based solution that provides site users a single identity/user name and password enabling them access to all sponsor’s clinical applications they have been authorized to use. Single sign-on relieves the problem of too many user names and passwords.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT
Trusted SSO increases productivity, reduces excessive on-boarding time, and eliminates frustration among users while empowering clinical trials to meet their time-to-market objectives – all while improving information security.

EXOSTAR’S LIFE SCIENCES COMMUNITY INCLUDES

- 20,000+ Organizations
- 650,000+ Connected Users
- Half of the Top 20 Pharmas
- 130+ Countries Globally
BENEFITS FOR SPONSORS

• **Single Trusted Identity** – SSO allows secure access to all approved sponsor applications making your investigators life easier
• **Life Sciences Community Approval** – SSO credentials are authenticated for all applications in Exostar community
• **Minimizes Time to Site Access** – Quick access for sites allows them to focus on compliance and patient enrollment instead of technology
• **Reduces Cost** – Outsourcing user identity management allows internal resources to stay focused on enterprise priorities and reduces technology investment

BENEFITS FOR SITE USERS

• **Simplifies and Speeds Access** – Single account SSO allows site users to utilize existing account for efficient access across all clinical studies
• **Provides Scalability** – Avoid multiple accounts with varying account password/management/support processes which burden your clinicians
• **Reduce Risk / Improves Security** – Single account access controls configured to help you protect your clinical content

WHY EXOSTAR?

Exostar’s cloud-based platform creates exclusive communities within highly-regulated industries where organizations work collaboratively, securely, efficiently, and compliantly. Within these communities we build trust. Only Exostar’s Secure Access Manager single sign-on solution combines subject matter expertise, vertical market experience, and broad industry acceptance. Half of the top twenty global biopharmaceutical companies rely on Exostar to help them speed new medicines and therapies to market.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP.

Exostar is solving the #1 technology challenge for clinical trials sites by providing trusted single sign-on across the clinical applications of multiple sponsors. Come join Exostar’s rapidly-growing life sciences community today – your partners likely already belong! To learn more please contact us at Lifesciences@Exostar.com.